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Robin Kennicker

Giving Quilts
This Christmas tradition belongs to my mother. She started it, carried 
it on, and followed it through to the end. The tradition itself would 
take a mere few sentences of explanation but leave out all the beauti-
ful beginnings. One must see the bud of a rose as it awakens, to truly 
appreciate its gloriousness in a vase. I dedicate this story to my mother 
who never told us to give and think of others first, but instead lives 
her life embodying that belief with an attitude of joy. She has taught 
us well, made it part of our nature, and lived 2 Corinthians 8:7 “But 
just as you excel in everything—in faith, in speech, in knowledge, in 
complete earnestness and in your love for us—see that you also excel 
in this grace of giving.” My siblings and I are the ones who have truly 
benefited from her example. Thank you, Mom. 

Opening the packed wooden hump-backed trunk, I reach in to tug 
out one of the patchwork quilts. With the weather turning my 

lawn into a frozen blanket of green needles, I know it won’t be long 
before winter’s blistery arrival. Some of the smaller quilts go into 
the living room to cozy up with on the couch, and the larger ones I 
take upstairs to place on the beds. The corners of my mouth pull back 
slowly in smile of memory, as my eyes caress the polyester material 
of this yarn-tied quilt. This four-by-four red square was cut from my 
grandmother’s pant leg. She’s gone now. But, I remember when she 
wore them, before giving them to my mother amongst a bag of other 
closet clean-outs. 

I don’t know how Mom came up with the idea to cut the old 
clothing into squares and piece them together to make quilts. Perhaps 
a “frugal spirit” haunted her dreams when the polyester material 
proved useless as an absorbent rag. Whatever the reason, my siblings 
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through eternity, like me. 


